
Regulatory Compliance 
 Market Insights 
Technology Features

Benefits

Contact

Access critical information typically
costing £10Ks a year in a cost-
efficient way, giving you instant  
awareness of your market
competitions.

Cost Efficiency

Search and match similar products
with product specificities, collecting
critical information easier, faster.
Better information leads to better
decision making! 

Easier and Better Search

Identify and build from regulatory
information of in-market approved
medical devices relevant to specific
product features, in contrast to
starting from scratch!

Regulatory Acceleration

Chilton Computing Ltd (Navbook.ai)
Wood Centre for Innovation
Quarry Road
Oxford OX3 8SB
United Kingdom

Email: info@navbook.ai

Better
MedTech

Faster, better and more
affordable MedTech innovations
for everyone

https://navbook.ai

Better Health for Everyone
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90%
Powerful search by product specificities*
Official device name approved by the FDA
Device classification
First and secondary product codes
Premarket submission number/De
Novo/PMA number
Submission and approval details, e.g. type
and approval date, category
Product’s in-market brand names and their
dependency on an approved device
US representative agent
Owner operator information
Regulations that a product is complied with*
510k predicate devices*
Product’s indications for use*
Standards used (coming)*

*: not available through FDA search tools

Data
For power users who require regular
access to comprehensive datasets

Join our user
community!

90% start-ups failed. Our goal is to
provide better access to critical product

intelligence to MedTech SMEs so that
innovations can be developed without
having to wait for a large investment!

 Why not joining our expanding
community to enjoy a faster and more
cost-effective way to bring your medical
device to market? 

Early adoptor = Early beneficiary

Timely and detailed insights into the all
FDA approved medical devices since the
agency was formed decades ago!
Flexible pricing to ensure accessibility!

Market Insights

Examine the technological features of
medical devices listed on the USA
market , helping you develop an accurate
picture of your advantages!

Technology Insights (coming)

RegMap

What is our goal?

Establishment (company) name
Establishment Address 
Establishment type e.g., manufacturer,
specification developer, foreign exporter
Company owner’s information
Dependencies to a specific device

SupplyChainMap

Subscription

Sign Up
https://navbook.ai/#sign-up

Offerings built from decades of insights
and experience of the experts who have
served many MedTech start-ups and
multi-national companies throughout
product lifecycles. 

Interested? Please get in touch via
info@navbook.ai

Services and tools from our
community experts (coming)

Marketplace

Downloadable resources designed
to accelerate your research

https://navbook.ai/#sign-up
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